From the rugged,
elderly kayaker to
seven-year-olds
who are learning to
paddle their own
boats, everyone is
welcomed and
accepted into the
sojourn family.

Even the most technologically addicted paddlers are able to let go
their connection with the outside world and, as the week goes by,
to respond favorably to the gentle rhythm of the river.
American Canoe Association, and the Pennsylvania Fish and
Boat Commission, Pennsylvania River Sojourns offers anywhere from 12 to 15 trips a year covering approximately 700
miles over some of the state’s most gorgeous waterways. With
many occurring in June, the designated Rivers Month, the
sojourns usually take place on any of the 19 ofccial Pennsylvania
Water Trails from the Ohio to the Delaware rivers.
In an effort to build public awareness and appreciation
of our rivers, sojourn organizers work closely with a wide
variety of local organizations, agencies and corporations
to make these river trips happen. It is hoped that by experiencing a river crsthand, participants will come to care
about it and want to protect it.
Because sojourns are rustic camping trips, running water,
cell phone reception and indoor plumbing may not be available at each overnight stop. Yet, even the most technologically addicted paddlers are able to let go of their connection with
the outside world and, as the week goes by, to respond favorably to the gentle rhythm of the river.
From the rugged, elderly kayaker to seven-year-olds who
are learning to paddle their own boats, everyone is welcomed
and accepted into the sojourn family. Indeed, many families
and individuals have been joining the sojourn in their particular area for many years.
Valeria Metzler has brought her three boys on the Juniata
Sojourn for the past six years. The crst year, her now 12-year-

If you find yourself
registered for a
Pennsylvania River
Sojourn, prepare
yourself for a
friendly war:
water fights are
a daily ritual.

he veteran loads his gun and takes
careful aim at the unsuspecting adolescent
before shooting the surprised youngster in
the face and neck with water from the
Juniata River.Adozen other adults dip their
three-foot-long Super Soakers into the river to cll up, and soon
every kayaker is drenched and having the time of their lives.
Patti Massing of the Erie Outdoor Club teasingly calls the
paddlers soaking each other “ABB”—Adults Behaving Badly—
and whether you’re a 70-year-old or a small tyke on this journey, you can expect to participate in the water cghts that have
become a daily ritual on Pennsylvania River Sojourns.
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My son, Bryce, and I have joined the Juniata River Sojourn
around Huntington County for a day and a night of an eightday-long river adventure. Even though we are the “new kids”
on the sojourn today and only have a pathetic bilge pump to
defend ourselves, we are shown no mercy. Within minutes, we
are soaked and properly initiated into the sojourn family.

Paddling Trips
Pennsylvania River Sojourns has been guiding canoeists and
kayakers down our state’s riverways on educational, multiday
paddling trips since the 1980s. A partnership of the
Pennsylvania Organization for Watersheds and Rivers, (a nonproct corporation that promotes watershed stewardship), the
state Department of Conservation and Natural Resources, the

old twins, Christian and Isaac, and their 17-year old brother,
Ezra, were crammed into one rental canoe. They now power
their own kayaks. On our eight-mile journey today, seven-yearold Adam Funari is getting his initiation into solo paddling.

Experiencing the River
The Juniata River is a perfect waterway for a multi-age river
adventure. It is broad and grand, and this Class A-1 river flows
peacefully with only lively ripples or a small weir dam as occasional obstacles. Each day of the sojourn begins with a short
lesson on skills and safety aimed at the novice who might be
hopping onto the river for the day. Paddle signals are taught so
that sojourners learn how to follow and navigate the river.Tony
Seqhin of Rothrock Outctters, the company that provides
shuttling service, guides and rentals for the Juniata Sojourn,
tells me, “Some people push the leader and some drag the
sweep, and you can ct yourself anywhere within that range.”
Since many sections of the river are like a sheet of glass, complicated navigation is rarely encountered.
Edward Gartler rates the scenery on the Juniata highly in
his book, Keystone Canoeing, the bible of paddling in
Pennsylvania. Just be sure to soak in the views during the
serene, mist-covered mornings, because once the summer day
heats up, wet is the state you want to be in. By afternoon, you’ll
be ready for water cghts and a frequent dunk in the river to
cool off.
Today, we are floating through a territory known to hold

Educational
programs are an
important part of
each sojourn and,
during the author’s
trip, she was able to
see the endangered
northern map
turtle, whose back
designs look like
topographical lines
on a map.

The Juniata River is a perfect waterway for a multi-age river adventure.
It is broad and grand, and this Class A-1 river flows peacefully with
only lively ripples or a small weir dam as occasional obstacles.

Each day begins
with a short lesson
on skills and safety
aimed at the novice
who might be hopping onto the river
for the day. Paddle
signals are taught
so that sojourners
learn how to follow
and navigate the
river.
The river sojourns
offer companionship among the
paddlers. Some
families have been
participating in the
annual treks for
several years.

the rare and endangered northern map turtle. “If you want to
see turtles,” says guide Paul Kanagy, “stick with me in the
front.”
About a mile downstream, we approach three huge rocks
where turtles are known to bask in the sun. As we move closer,
we are careful not to make paddle motions that may scare the
turtles. Dip and glide, dip and glide. If our paddle slaps on the
water surface, the turtles will plop, one by one, into the water.
For our cautious paddling, we are rewarded with a glimpse of
several sunning turtles.
Educational programs are an important part of the sojourn,
and at our lunch stop, we visit the nesting grounds of this turtle, whose designs on its back look like topographical lines on
a map.
“This female is 18 years old,” a volunteer from the Pennsylvania Department of Transportation explains as he counts
each “map line” on the turtle’s back. No one knew that the
endangered turtles were using the warm, black coal piles located by the river as a place to lay their eggs until a road was constructed near there in 1999. After 100 turtle casualties were
reported that crst year, PennDOTerected a fence and created
a nesting ground with loose shale covered in sand. Since the
program began in 2000, volunteers have observed 470 different adult map turtles, protected over 200 nests, and released
more than 700 hatchlings.
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Later in the afternoon, when we stop to rest a few miles
down the river, several of the children are thrilled to cnd baby
turtles swimming in the warm shallows.

Raising River Enthusiasts
Thanks to the sojourns, water trails across Pennsylvania have
been created, and put-ins, take-outs, camp spots and points of
interest have been designed, built and documented on maps so
that paddlers may access the river on their own. In the two
decades since the sojourns have begun, the program also has
raised a generation of river enthusiasts who have gone on to
purchase their own boats and to support organizations that
work to keep the rivers running clean and free.
The sojourn itself offers a low-cost, no-hassle way to experience the river. Local restaurants and caterers provide homemade food for every sojourn meal, and each morning, a shuttle
takes the paddlers’ personal gear to the night’s campsite.
That evening as we prepare to retire to our tents, I reflect
on how someone can experience the companionship of kayaking, the beauty of nature, and the solitude of the water all in
one river trip. And if a single person encounters enough wonder and joy that he or she makes a lifelong commitment to protecting the river, then the sojourn has been a success.

If You Go

Each day begins
with a short lesson
on skills and safety aimed at the
novice who might
be hopping onto
the river for the
day.

The Pennsylvania River Sojourns season is from May through
September. Prices range from $20 to $55 a day, which
includes shuttle, meals and guides. Sojourns run from two to
nine days. Participants provide their own boats or rent them
through an outfitter connected with the sojourn. The annual
sojourn on the Juniata River will be held on the Raystown
Branch from June 13th to 18th. For more information contact
Thomas Komir at 814-506-1190; tkomir@jcwp.org.
For more information about sojourns in 2008, contact the
Pennsylvania Organization for Watersheds and Rivers at 130 N.
Locust St., Harrisburg 17101; www.pawatersheds.org; 717230-8044; or jcoutts@pawatersheds.org. I

The river sojourns
offer companionship among the
paddlers. Some
families have been
participating in the
annual treks for
several years.

—Cindy Ross of New Ringgold is a regular contributor.

